Darling Beast. (2014) (The seventh book in the Maiden Lane series) A novel by Elizabeth Hoyt. Buy from.Â A desperate woman . . . London's premier actress, Lily Stump, is down on her luck when she's forced to move into a scorched theatre with her maid and small son. But she and her tiny family aren't the only inhabitants-a silent, hulking beast of a man also calls the charred ruins home. Yet when she catches him reading her plays, Lily realizes there's more to this man than meets the eye. Out of ash, desire flares. If you would like to use material from the book (other than for review purposes), prior written permission must be obtained by contacting the publisher at [email protected] Thank you for your support of the authorâ€™s rights. For my lovely agent, Robin Rue, who got me the contract so I could write Darling Beast. Acknowledgments. Thank you: To Susannah Taylor, who took time out of an around-the-world, once-in-a-lifetime cruise to read the first draft of Darling Beast. Darling Beast book. Read 731 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A man condemned. . . .Falsely accused of murder and mute from a nea...Â Darling Beast by Elizabeth Hoyt Book Seven of the Maiden Lane series Publisher: Grand Central Publishing Publication Date: October 14, 2014 Rating: 4 stars Source: ARC sent by the publisher. ***Warning: this is an adult book, and for the eyes of mature readers***. Summary (from Goodreads) Package: Just one book. Blue boxes and red boxes contains : Picture book + greeting card +PK card + key chain. Please note that.Â It was good, it exceeded my expectations but the bad thing is that something mistreated the box and the book. View Detail. D***s. Darling Beast is the seventh book in the Maiden Lane series but I do think it is perfectly fine to read as a standalone, I never felt lost or confused. However, while I didn't feel lost I did feel like I was missing the big payoff, as if Apollo was a character readers of the previous book had gotten to know and this was the deeply emotional happily ever after they had been waiting for.